
ate nearly as much srnoke as the 6,500) MTF of the
baseline scenario, when distributed over much
larger rural areas.

DISCUSSION

The NRC Committee stressed the uncertainties in
its calculations of vertical distribution of smoke and
the subsequent fates of the various miaterials. The
Committee stressed that accu rate detailed Iorecasts
of the way the atmnosphere might behave are difficuit
to achieve. The duration of any effecis, it stated, lie
beyond the present state of knowledge. Lt warned
that some future study, conducted at a time when
the data and modellîng techniques have been im-
proved, could produce quite different analyses and
conclusions. Lt nevertheless found there was a clear
possibility that great portions of the land areas of the
northern temperature zone (and perhaps a large
segment of the planet) could be severely affected.

The Canadian committee reached siniilar general
conclusions that major, if temporary, climatic upsets
would follow nuclear war. Lt found the data
provided by various models to be plausible but em-
phasized that the uncertainties are formidable.
Even so, the report states, "a prhnaJfacie case has been
made that nuclear winter will indeed follow a wide-
range of attacks."

Dr. Kenneth Hare, a climatologist of world re-
nown who chaired the Royal Society C.ommittee,
identifies some of the unknowns that are crucial to
any proper understanding of the problem. Speak-
ing of the hypothetical situation if missile silos in
North Dakota near the Cýanadian border were at-
tacked, he says: "If there are ground bursts, then
clearly you are going to have a lot of vaporization.
You would have to take each vapor separately. Most
vapors are surprisingly disinclined to seif-coagulate
and precipitate. It has first to coagulate. Lt will re-
main a vapor, and theretore not faîl, until you
provide condensation nuclei." Many particulates,
including some components of smoke, at first show
no) inclination to join with water vapour. Others
attract water and thus contribute to the formation of
droplets. Some that are similar in crystalline form to
ice, such as sîlver lodide, have been successfully used
for seeding clouds of water vapour to alleviate
drought but, as Dr. Hare pointed out, such sim-
ilarity is not essential. Platelets of'clay, floating round
in the atmosphere, can performn the same function.

One of the major climatic problems seen as resuit-
ing from a nuclear exchange is a colossal inversion
layer, caused by smoke aloft that absorbs solar en-
erg>', gets warm, and puts an effective "lid" on ail
weather systems.

What would nuclear winter be like iii Canada?ý If'
an attack occurred in winter, the implications for
weather and vegetation would be far less serions
than for one in summner. "Take a typical winte," says
Dr. Hare, "Set a big high cold systemn over the Great
Lakes and you have North Arnerica looking like
îîuclear winoer. It is rehearsed everyj wlinîer." Cx ops
might not suffer, but there coulci be (larkness 24
hou rs a day.

Lu summer, the consequences would l)e horren-
dous. Dr. Thomas Hutchinson, prof essor of botany
at the University' of Toronto an(l a mnember of the
Royal Society' comm-ittee, points out that crops are
extremely sensitive to suddeu tem-perature switches,
and1 especially vuluerable to su(I(en frosts andz ex-
tended cold periods. "If there is a drop in teumpera-
ture of an>' more than two degrees, wheat produc-
tion îs pretty well ont over the whole growing season.
It will reduce the growing season to the point w here
you cannot pro(Iuce a crop. Severe frosts in the
mridldle of' the grow~ing season wou Id be
devastating."

Dr. Hutchinson explains that many Canadian
plants are adapted to cold. At certain tîmies i the
year they react to certain stimuli and in their own
way prepare for drops in ternperature. Lu the
spring, as they start to grow again, they lose the
abilit>'. TFemperature tolerance is notjust a problemn
of the colder latitudes. "If you look at the tropics,"
says Dr. Hutchinson, "you will find a lot of plants
that canuot even tolerate temperatures as low as
10 C. A lot of them will be killed."

How long can the Earth's own heat reserves pro-
tect a plant?ý lu some cases, for- less than one (la>.
Professor Hutchinson explaîns that the damiage is
dloue b>' formation of ice crystals within celîs. Lu
relativel>' temperate climates plants (and some ani-
mais) reduce their water content in winter aud
thereby increase the concentration of' dissolved
chemicals. Lt is, he explained, the equivalent of'
adding anti-freeze. Other plants, such as those in
alpine and arctic tundra that ai-e subjected regularly
each year to minus 40 C, have a self-securing mnecha-
nism that eliminates water froin their celîs.

Could the whole concept of nuclear winter bejust,
a scare? "The whole thing is scenario-dependeut,"*
says Dr. Hutchinson. "None of the groups say this or
that will happen. None of them are prepared to state
the sequence of detonations that could take place.
They look at a wide range of scenarios. At the lower
end, you can get out of nuclear winter. There will be
some scenarios where the numbers and sizes ofdet-
ouations will be small, too dispersed or too high to
cause a major climatic problem. A detonation has to
be at or near the ground to project dust and smoke
into the upper atmosphere."


